We are currently using SPICE to model a protein-based Engineering (SPICE) has been used successfully for many 3-D optical memory made from bacteriorhodopsin. years to aid semiconductor circuit design. SPICE represents Previously, we reported our work on a simple, three-state circuits as networks of basic devices with interacting model that used a non-linear current source ("B" device) to parameters (current, voltage, etc.), and then models these mimic the action of the read, write and erase lasers [10] . In interactions as systems of partial differential equations.
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our [7] . process ( Fig. 1) perform electronic/photonic simulation of a semiconductor laser communicating with a photo detector diode, with an intervening optical waveguide modeled as a transmission line [10] . Their work also included a novel thermal subcircuit to account for heating effects. Figure 4 . Charging and discharging circuit for state L. RC product. For each thermal transition, we therefore connect a draining resistor across the losing state capacitor with resistance selected to achieve the desired rate constant.
IV. OUR RESEARCH GOALS
The light-enabled transitions (colored arrows) are The draining current flows through a zero volt dc source handled as follows: First, we model the lasers as (ammeter) such that the drain current can be measured. This semiconductor-based VCSELs (vertical-cavity, surface current is then added as a term to a controlled current source emitting lasers). We use SPICE VCSEL models available ("B" device). This B device then charges the target state from Honeywell [12] . These laser models are driven by an capacitor at the same rate that the source capacitor input current and produce an output current to simulate the discharges. This coupling of charging/discharging currents produced photons. This current is added to, and subtracted is shown as the dotted line in Fig. 3 . from, the charging B devices of the gaining and losing states, respectively. Figure 5 . Green, or "paging" laser circuit. Fig. 4 gives the basic circuit scheme which we apply again and again for all states. Each state (in this case state Consider the green-enabled paging transition BR->K. In 1.0-v rbr) EDv(nk) the paging laser's circuit, the "photon" flux is measured by ammeter VPAGE. The current I(VPAGE) is therefore added as a term in the charging circuits for CK, and subtracted from that of CBR. This represents the conversion of BR to K. 0.7-However, the BR->K conversion must slow over time, as the Iv] l population in BR becomes depleted. In fact, the conversion rate will be directly proportional to the population of BR remaining. To model this, the current, I(VPAGE), must be 0 attenuated by multiplying it by the voltage across CBR. This slows the conversion rate to zero as the BR gets depleted, and prevents V(CBR) from descending below zero, which would denote negative population. Finally, this current must, be further scaled to match the desired rate constant for the -0%-u .s Presently, we have built the nine-state SPICE model with green, red and blue VCSEL lasers, and have performed simulations of the paging, writing and erasing portions of the memory cycle. forever attempting to drain it. However, the conversion of 0 0.4-to P is one-way. Therefore, once writing commences, P immediately consumes whatever 0 is produced, and continues to build over time. When the red laser ceases, the 0.2-P population maintains it level. Only the P->Q transition can drain it, and since this transition takes "minutes" (we use 100 seconds for the P->Q rate constant) we do not see -0 _0 significant production of Q or consumption of P in our Tm[c simulations thus far. Applications, 20, No. 4-6, 1990. become available.
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